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In June 2013, we wrote about the efforts of unions and the National
Labor Relations Board to target the primarily union-free big box
retailer and fast food industries. After describing how Target had come
under scrutiny from the NLRB, we reported that the United Food &
Commercial Workers Union (UFCW) and the UFCW-backed group
"OUR Walmart" had been coordinating strikes and filing charges with

the NLRB against Walmart. We then foreshadowed: "[g]iven the Board's

recent penchant for union activism, do not be surprised if it takes a

close look at Walmart's policies and practices in the coming months."

As predicted, the Board filed a consolidated complaint against Walmart
on January 14, 2014, alleging the union-free retailer violated workers'

rights in response to coordinated strikes across 13 states. The complaint

alleges that dozens of Walmart supervisors and one corporate executive
threatened, disciplined, surveilled, or terminated more than 60 workers
in response to the union-free strikes.

The complaint is significant for two reasons: (1) the Board is taking
the position that union-free workers have a protectable right to strike,
and (2) the Board is testing its position against the nation's largest
employer. The Board views the union-free strikes as a form of protected

concerted activity, and its press release stated that the National Labor

Relations Act guarantees employees the right to "act together to try to
improve their wages and working conditions with or without a union."

The complaint alleges Walmart violated the NLRA by maintaining a
policy that treats absences for participation in strikes as unexcused. The
complaint also details alleged retaliatory disciplinary actions taken by
Walmart supervisors at particular store locations, though at many of the
listed locations only a single worker was absent.

From an employer perspective, the Board's position raises many
questions. For example, how is a supervisor to know whether a non-
union worker is participating in a "strike" or just absent? Can a single
worker go on strike, or is there a minimum number of strikers for the
activity to be "concerted"? Can strikers be permanently replaced? Are
"intermittent" strikes prohibited? It is easy to see why union-free strikes
create tough questions for union-free employers.

The Board's actions against Walmart are worth watching, as they come
amidst a larger backdrop of worker protests and political debates over
minimum wage and working conditions that are likely to remain in
the spotlight for the foreseeable future. How courts ultimately grapple
with the Board's position, and the resulting questions, could have far-
reaching effects on the labor market in 2014 and beyond.

The authors can be reached at dwcroysdale@michaelbest.com and
414-225-4997, rwmulcahy@michaelbest.com and 414-225-2761, or
btjohnson@michaelbest.com and 312-596-5851.
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Status of Same-Sex Marriage in Wisconsin Is
Complicated, but Not for Long
Attorney Christopher S. Krimmer, Balisle e'r Roberson

W
isconsin currently has athree-tier system of marriage. The
top tier consists of opposite-sex marriages. A husband and
wife are subject to the hundreds of state-based benefits of

marriage, as well as the 1,138 federal rights, obligations, and benefits of
marriage. The second-tier marriages are gay and lesbian couples who

reside in Wisconsin but who married in a state or jurisdiction that
recognizes same-sex marriages. These couples are married for most
federal purposes but lack any of the state rights associated with marriage.
Finally, the third-tier marriages are those gay and lesbian couples who
wed in Wisconsin between June 6 and June 13, 2014: after U.S. District
Court Judge Barbara Crabb declared our state's ban on same-sex marriage
unconstitutional in Wolf v Walker, but before she issued her stay of that
decision pending completion of the appellate process. Those marriages
are in legal limbo and it is uncertain whether they enjoy any of the state
or federal benefits of marriage.

Within a matter of months, the marriage landscape should be much

different. The U.S. Supreme Court will have decided whether or not to
accept Wolf v. Walker for review In a unanimous decision on September
4, 2014, the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed Judge Crabb's
decision and held that Wisconsiris "Marriage Amendment"—Article
XII, Section 13—violates the equal protection rights of gay men
and lesbians. The "Marriage Amendment" prohibits the state from
recognizing same-sex marriage or any legal status substantially similar

to marriage. The Seventh Circuit expedited the briefing schedule in
Wolf and, remarkably, rendered a decision only nine days after oral
argument. 'Ihe court may have been eager to have the U.S. Supreme
Court consider its decision for review along with other same-sex
marriage cases seeking review. At the time of this publication, the
U.S. Supreme Court can choose among five "marriage cases" issued
2n Fan 2nia

by federal appellate courts. All five decisions have been in favor of
marriage equality for same-sex couples.

Although the Seventh Circuit bypassed a due process analysis in the
Wolf decision, the U.S. Supreme Court will be asked whether denying
same-sex couples the right to marry infringes the fundamental right
of marriage. The analysis will turn on how the Court frames the due
process issue. In order for a right to be a fundamental right, thereby
invoking the stringent standard of strict scrutiny, the right must be
"deeply rooted in our Nation's history and traditions:' If the Court
frames the issue to ask whether there is a "fundamental right to same-
sexmarriage;' the likely outcome is that no such fundamental right
exists. Same-sex marriage itself is a fairly new phenomenon in the
United States; Massachusetts in 2004 became the first state to grant the
right to same-sex marriage. But if the Court frames the due process
analysis to ask whether "the fundamental right to marriage" extends to
same-sex couples, then the likely answer is "yes:'

At the district court level in the Wolf decision, Judge Crabb held that
the due process analysis should not be framed in the context of the
very exclusion at issue. For example, in Loving v Virginia, the U.S.
Supreme Court deemed it a violation of due process to deny interracial
couples the right to marry. The Court did not frame the due process
inquiry to ask whether there was a "fundamental right to interracial
marriage:' Rather, the Court's due process analysis asked whether the
"fundamental right to marriage" was being denied to interracial couples.

If there is a fundamental right to marriage, the State of Wisconsin must
establish a compelling state interest to justify denial of the right to gay men
and lesbians. Although a variety of reasons has been offered, the most
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